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A Chinese woman has alleged she was detained in a secret jail run by Chinese agents in Dubai, in what could be the first evidence Beijing is operating a so-called “black site” beyond its borders. Wu ...
Detainee reveals China holds Uyghurs and dissidents in Dubai secret jail
Hundreds of Afghan civilians have already been slaughtered, while stories of horror are legion - some so appalling as to barely be believed.
A mother's eyes gouged out and young girls kidnapped as sex slaves: Female former MP in Kabul SHUKRIA BARAKZAI - who survived a suicide bomber attack - despairs at the West's ...
Tikal was the economic and ceremonial hub of the Maya civilisation. But its stone palaces and temples would never have been constructed without mastery over one vital substance.
The Maya's ingenious secret to survival
The journey began nearly 30 years ago when Jason Kenny sprinted off on his older brother's tricycle, and it might not be done yet. Along the way he has won seven gold medals and two silvers ...
Keep calm and carry on winning... that's the secret to success for Team GB hero Jason Kenny - but what next for Britain's most decorated Olympian after he won his ninth medal ...
Darkside's Dave Harrington and Nicolas Jaar reflect on their new LP Spiral, their unique musical alchemy, the phenomenon of their live performances and more.
Darkside's Dave Harrington & Nicolas Jaar on the Grief, Alchemy & 'Psychokinetic' Connection of New Album 'Spiral'
Canadians need to choose how we finish the fight against COVID-19.” Trudeau is seeking to win a majority of seats in Parliament. His Liberal Party fell just short of that two years ago and must rely ...
Everything you need to know today about the world in 80 seconds
The family of a Navy veteran who was abducted in Afghanistan last year has met in Washington with senior Biden administration officials. The meeting took place Monday as the family of Mark Frerichs ...
The Latest: Abducted American's kin meets with US officials
Pakistan’s ambassador at the United Nations says U.S. President Joe Biden’s endorsement of the previous American administrations’ decision to withdraw U.S.
The Latest: Pakistan envoy says Biden decision was ‘logical’
Environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors should be key considerations for CTOs and technology leaders scaling next generation companies from day one. Investors are increasingly prioritizing ...
Tech leaders can be the secret weapon for supercharging ESG goals
Taliban take over Afghanistan: What we know and what's next — Chaos as thousands flee Afghanistan after Taliban takeover — Afghan woman in limbo at Kabul airport after Taliban sweep — Concerns over US ...
The Latest: Biden says Afghan collapse faster than expected
Bethesda's Fallout 4 doesn't just give you the ability to skip dialogue, but to interrupt with delightful anger, spite, and exasperation.
The Fantastic Fallout 4 Feature You May Have Missed
Childhood trauma is devastating––leaving unseen scars on your future self––hiding the person you are meant to be. Through vulnerability and connection, you give those scars permission to speak and ...
The Truth in Our Scars: Untangling Trauma to Discover Your Secret Self
As consumers’ environmental awareness grows, designers are beginning to share the spotlight with those who make the clothes ...
Why the new era of British fashion is all about the factory
Paddy Davitt delivers his Liverpool verdict after Norwich City's 3-0 Premier League defeat. The energy and electricity in the moments before kick-off did evoke memories of that Manchester City ...
Paddy's Pointers: Five observations from the Canaries' 3-0 defeat against Liverpool
UNITED NATIONS __ The U.N. Security Council is calling for an immediate halt to hostilities in Afghanistan and establishment of a new government “that is united, inclusive and ...
The Latest: Security Council urges talks on Afghan crisis
A World Cup-winner and one of the most prolific strikers in history, Muller averaged more than a goal a game in international football ...
Farewell to Gerd Muller, the forward who broke English hearts and laid waste to opposition defences
It’s no secret that “crypto projects” are all the rage, with investors and influencers becoming more associated with a variety of ventures and tokens. Beyond Protocol, a blockchain project operating ...
The Beyond Protocol Exclusive Miami Event Was A Success
Rosie Perez You may be surprised to learn the confident, charismatic, Oscar- and Emmy-nominated Rosie Perez still gets nervous on set. “Everybody gets nervous,” says the actor, dancer-choreographer, ...
Rosie Perez on the Secret to Getting Cast Despite Nerves: ‘Use It!’
Coaches at all levels, in most all sports, have a considerable amount of influence over their athletes. That’s obviously much of the criticism of abusive behaviors of some coaches, as the athletes are ...
The Power Of Influence
The embrace of NFTs by Kings of Leon was a wakeup call for their record label—and the music industry, which is now racing to avoid the same mistake that almost killed it 20 years ago.
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